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Abstract
In this paper, we propose PCPN ET, a deep-learning based approach for estimating local 3D shape properties in point clouds.
In contrast to the majority of prior techniques that concentrate on global or mid-level attributes, e.g., for shape classification or
semantic labeling, we suggest a patch-based learning method, in which a series of local patches at multiple scales around each
point is encoded in a structured manner. Our approach is especially well-adapted for estimating local shape properties such as
normals (both unoriented and oriented) and curvature from raw point clouds in the presence of strong noise and multi-scale
features. Our main contributions include both a novel multi-scale variant of the recently proposed PointNet architecture with
emphasis on local shape information, and a series of novel applications in which we demonstrate how learning from training
data arising from well-structured triangle meshes, and applying the trained model to noisy point clouds can produce superior
results compared to specialized state-of-the-art techniques. Finally, we demonstrate the utility of our approach in the context of
shape reconstruction, by showing how it can be used to extract normal orientation information from point clouds.
CCS Concepts
•Computing methodologies → Point-based models; Shape analysis; •Computer systems organization → Neural networks;

In the case of point clouds, a first challenge is the lack of connectivity information. Further, in real acquisition setups (e.g., using a
depth camera), the data is often noisy, incomplete, and typically exhibit varying sampling density (based on scanning direction). Figure 1 shows a typical raw point cloud scan. The usual approach is
to first locally define a neigborhood around each point using a rradius ball, and then fit a local primitive (e.g., plane or quadric surface) to the neighboring points. Although the method is simple and
regularly used, in practice, the challenge is to appropriately pick
the various parameters. For example, while it is desirable to pick
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input point cloud

In the context of continuous surfaces, local surface properties
such as normals and curvature are classical differential geometric
notions [dC76] and are known to uniquely characterize local geometry up to rigid transformations. In the context of discrete surfaces (e.g., polygonal meshes), the estimation methods fall broadly
in two groups: evaluate normal/curvatures using discrete differential geometry operators, or use local primitive fitting and ‘read off’
normal/curvatures using attributes from the fitted primitives.

mean curvature

A fundamental problem in shape analysis is to robustly estimate
local shape properties directly from raw point clouds. Although the
problem has been extensively researched, a unified method that is
robust under various data imperfections (e.g., varying noise level,
sampling density, level of details, missing data) remains elusive.
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Figure 1: Our method can jointly estimate various surface properties like normals and curvature from noisy point sets. This scene is
from the NYU dataset [NSF12] with added Gaussian noise and the
bottom row shows properties estimated with PCPN ET. Note that
our method was not specifically trained on any RGBD dataset.
a small value of r to avoid smoothing out sharp features, the same
parameter can lead to unstable results in the presence of noise. Sim-
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ilarly, a large value of r can over-smooth local features, although
the estimated values tend to be more stable under noise. The key
challenge for such fitting-based methods is to manually set the various parameters depending on the (unknown) feature distribution in
shapes and (unknown) noise margins in the raw scans.
In this work, we propose a data-driven approach for estimating
local shape properties directly from raw pointclouds. In absence of
local connectivity information, one could try to voxelize the occupied space, or establish local connectivity using k nearest neighbor
graph. However, such discretizations introduce additional quantization errors leading to poor-quality local estimates. In an interesting
recent work on normal estimation, Boulch et al. [BM16] generate
a set of local approximating planes, and then propose a data-driven
denoising approach in the resultant Hough-space to estimate normals. In Section 5, we demonstrate that even such a specialized
approach leads to errors on raw point clouds due to additional ambiguities introduced by the choice of the representation (RANSAClike Hough space voting).
Inspired by the recently introduced PointNet architecture [QSMG17] for shape classification and semantic segmentation, we propose a novel multi-scale architecture for robust
estimation of local shape properties under a range of typical imperfections found in raw point clouds. Our key insight is that local
shape properties can be robustly estimated by suitably accounting
for shape features, noise margin, and sampling distributions. However, such a relation is complex, and difficult to manually account
for. Hence, we propose a data-driven approach based on local
point neighborhoods, wherein we train a neural network PCPN ET
to directly learn local properties (normals and curvatures) using
groundtruth reference results under different input perturbations.
We evaluated PCPN ET on various input point clouds and compared against a range of alternate specailized approaches. Our extensive tests indicate that PCPN ET consistently produces superior
normal/curvature estimates on raw point clouds in challenging scenarios. Specifically, the method is general (i.e., the same architecture simultaneously produces normal and curvature estimates), is
robust to a range of noise margins and sampling variations, and preserves features around high-curvature regions. Finally, in a slightly
surprising result, we demonstrate that a cascade of such local analysis (via the network depth) can learn to robustly extract oriented
normals, which is a global property (similar patches may have opposite inside/outside directions in different shapes). Code for PCPN ET is available at geometry.cs.ucl.ac.uk/projects/
2018/pcpnet/.

2. Related Works
2.1. Estimating local attributes
Normal estimation. Estimating local differential information
such as normals and curvature has a very long history in geometry processing, motivated in large part by its direct utility in shape
reconstruction. Perhaps the simplest and best-known method for
normal estimation is based on the classical Principal Component
Analysis (PCA). This method, used as early as [HDD∗ 92], is based
on analyzing the variance in a patch around a point and reporting

the direction of minimal variance as the normal. It is extremely efficient, has been analyzed extensively, and its behavior in the presence of noise and curvature is well-understood [MNG04]. At the
same time, it suffers from several key limitations: first it depends
heavily on the choice of the neighborhood size, which can lead to
oversmoothing for large regions or sensitivity to noise for small
ones. Second, it is not well-adapted to deal with structured noise,
and even the theoretical analysis does not apply in the case multiple, interacting, noisy shape regions, which can lead to non-local
effects. Finally, it does not output the normal orientation since the
eigenvectors of the covariance matrix are defined only up to sign.
Several methods have been proposed to address these limitations
by both designing more robust estimation procedures, capable of
handling more challenging data, and by proposing techniques for
estimating normal orientation. The first category includes more
robust distance-weighted approaches [PKKG03], methods such
as osculating jets [CP03] based on fitting higher-order primitives
robustly, the algebraic point set surface approach based on fitting algebraic spheres [GG07], approaches based on analyzing
the distribution of Voronoi cells in the neighborhood of a point
[AB99, ACSTD07, MOG11], and those based on edge-aware resampling [HWG∗ 13] among many others. Many of these techniques come with strong theoretical approximation and robustness
guarantees (see e.g., Theorem 5.1 in [MOG11]). However, in practice they require a careful setting of parameters, and often depend
on special treatment in the presence of strong or structured noise.
Unfortunately, there is no universal parameter set that would work
for all settings and shape types.
Normal orientation. These challenges are arguably even more
pronounced when trying to estimate oriented normals, since they
depends on both local (for direction) and global (for orientation)
shape properties. Early methods have relied on simple greedy orientation propagation, as done, for example in the seminal work
on shape reconstruction [HDD∗ 92]. However, these approaches
can easily fail in the presence of noisy normal estimates or high
complexity shapes. As a result, they have has been extended
significantly in recent years both through more robust estimates
[HLZ∗ 09], which have also been adapted to handle large missing
regions through point skeleton estimation [WHG∗ 15], and global
techniques based on signed distance computations [MDGD∗ 10],
among others. Nevertheless, reliably estimating oriented normals
remains challenging especially across different noise levels and
shape structures.
Curvature estimation. Similarly to surface normals, a large number of approaches has also been proposed for estimating principal
curvatures. Several such techniques rely on estimating the normals
first and then robustly fitting oriented curvatures [HM02, LP05],
which in turn lead to estimates of principal curvature values. In a
similar spirit, curvatures can be computed by considering normal
variation in a local neighborhood [BC94, KNSS09]. While accurate in the presence of clean data, these techniques rely on surface
normals, and any error is only be exacerbated by the further processing. One possible way to estimate the normal and the second
fundamental form jointly is by directly fitting higher order polynomial as is done for example in the local jet fitting approach [CP03].
This is a pre-print, the final version is available in the Eurographics 2018 proceedings.
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Figure 2: We propose two architectures for our network, a single- and a multi-scale architecture. In both architectures, the network learns a set of point
functions h in the local space of a point set patch. Similar to a density estimator, point function values at each point in the patch are summed up. The resulting
per-patch feature vector H can be used to regress patch properties. STNs are spatial transformer networks that apply either a quaternion rotation (STN1 ) or a
full linear transformation (STN2 ). FNNs are fully connected networks. In the multi-scale architecture patches of different scale are treated as a single larger
patch by the point functions. The final sum is performed separately for each patch.

This approach is fast and reliable for well-structured point sets, but
also requires setting a scale parameter which is challenging to find
for all types of noise or shape types. In Section 5, we compare our
PCPN ET to jet fitting in a wide variety of settings and show that
our data-driven method can produce superior results without manual intervention, at the expense of extensive off-line learning.
2.2. Deep Learning for Geometric Data
In the recent years, several methods have been proposed for analyzing and processing 3D shapes by building on the success of machine learning methods, and especially those based on deep learning (see, for example, recent overviews in [MRB∗ 16, BBL∗ 17]).
These methods are based on the notion that the solutions to many
problems in geometric data analysis can benefit from large data
repositories. Many learning-based approaches are aimed at estimating global properties for tasks such as shape classification and
often are based either on 2D projections (views) of 3D shapes
or on volumetric representations (see, e.g., [QSN∗ 16] for a comparison). However, several methods have also been proposed for
shape segmentation [GZC15,MGA∗ 17] and even shape correspondence [MBBV15, WHC∗ 16, BMRB16], among many others.
Although most deep learning-based techniques for 3D shapes
heavily exploit the mesh structure especially for defining convolution operations, few approaches have also been proposed to directly
operate on point clouds. Perhaps the most closely related to ours are
recent approaches of Boulch et al. [BM16] and Qi et al. [QSMG17].
The former propose an architecture for estimating unoriented normals on point clouds by creating a Hough transform-based representation of local shape patches and using a convolutional neural
This is a pre-print, the final version is available in the Eurographics 2018 proceedings.

network for learning normal directions from a large ground-truth
corpus. While not projection based, this method still relies on a
2D-based representation for learning and moreover loses orientation information, which can be crucial in practice. More recently,
the PointNet architecture [QSMG17] has been designed to operate on 3D point clouds directly. This approach is very versatile as
it allows to estimate properties of 3D shapes without relying on
2D projections or volumetric approximations. The original architecture is purely global, taking the entire point cloud into account,
primarily targeting shape classification and semantic labeling, and
has since then been extended to a hierarchical approach in a very
recent PointNet++ [QYSG17], which is designed to better capture
local structures in point clouds.
Our approach is based on the original PointNet architecture, but
rather than using it for estimating global shape properties for shape
classification or semantic labeling, as has also been the focus of
PointNet++ [QYSG17], we adapt it explicitly for estimating local
differential properties including oriented normals and curvature.
3. Overview
Estimating local surface properties, such as normals or curvature,
from noisy point clouds is a difficult problem that is traditionally
solved by extracting these properties from smooth surfaces fitted to
local patches of the point cloud. However these methods are sensitive to parameter settings such as the neighborhood size, or the
degree of the fitted surface, that need to be carefully set in practice.
Instead, we propose an alternative approach that is robust to a wide
range of conditions with the same parameter settings, based on a
deep neural network trained on a relatively small set of shapes.
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Figure 3: Comparison of the RMS normal angle error of our method (ss: single scale, ms: mult-scale, +c: joint normals and curvature) to geometric methods
(jet fitting and PCA) with three patch sizes and two deep learning methods (Boulch et al. [BM16] and PointNet [QSMG17]). Note that geometric methods
require correct parameter settings, such as the patch size, to achieve good results. Our method gives good results without the need to adjust parameters.

Given a point cloud P = {p1 , . . . , pN }, our PCPN ET network
(see Figure 2 for an overview) is applied to local patches of this
point cloud Pri ∈ P, centered at points pi with a fixed radius r proportional to the point cloud’s bounding box extent. We then estimate local shape properties at the central points of these patches.
The architecture of our network is inspired by the recent PointNet [QSMG17], adapted to local r-neighborhood patches instead
of the entire point cloud. The network learns a set of k non-linear
functions in the local patch neighborhoods, which can intuitively
be understood as a set of density estimators for different regions of
the patch. These give a k-dimensional feature vector per patch that
can then be used to regress various local features.
4. Algorithm
Our goal in this work is to reconstruct local surface properties
from a point cloud that approximately samples an unknown surface. In real-world settings, these point clouds typically originate
from scans or stereo reconstructions and suffer from a wide range
of deteriorating conditions, such as noise and varying sampling
densities. Traditional geometric approaches for recovering surface
properties usually perform reasonably well with the correct parameter settings, but finding these settings is a data-dependent and often
difficult task. The success of deep-learning methods, on the other
hand, is in part due to the fact that they can be made robust to
a wide range of conditions with a single hyper-parameter setting,
seemingly a natural fit to this problem. The current lack of deep
learning solutions may be due to the difficulty of applying deep
networks to unstructured input like point clouds. Simply inputting
points as a list would make the subsequent computations dependent
on the input ordering.
A possible solution to this problem was recently proposed under
the name of PointNet by Qi et al. [QSMG17], who propose combining input points with a symmetric operation to achieve orderindependence. However, PointNet is applied globally to the entire
point cloud, and while the authors do demonstrate estimation of local surface properties as well, these results suffer from the global
nature of the method. PointNet computes two types of features in a
point cloud: a single global feature vector for the entire point cloud
and a set of local features vectors for each point. The local feature

vectors are based on the position of a single point only, and do not
include any neighborhood information. This reliance on only either
fully local or fully global feature vectors makes it hard to estimate
properties that depend on local neighborhood information.
Instead, we propose computing local feature vectors that describe the local neighborhood around a point. These features are
better suited to estimate local surface properties. In this section,
we provide an alternative analysis of the PointNet architecture and
show a variation of the method that can be applied to local patches
instead of globally on the entire point cloud to get a strong performance increase for local surface property estimation, outperforming the current state-of-the art.
4.1. Pre-processing
Given a point cloud P = {p1 , . . . , pN }, a local patch Pri is centered
at point pi and contains all points within distance r from the center.
Our target for this patch are local surface properties such as normal
ni and principal curvature values κ1i and κ2i at the center point pi .
To remove unnecessary degrees of freedom from the input space,
we translate the patch to the origin and normalize its radius multiplying with 1/r. Since the curvature values depend on scale, we
transform output curvatures to the original scale of the point cloud
by multiplying with r. Our network takes a fixed number of points
as input. Patches that have too few points are padded with zeros
(the patch center), and we pick a random subset for patches with
too many points.
4.2. Architecture
Our single-scale network follows the PointNet architecture, with
two changes: we constrain the first spatial transformer to the domain of rotations and we exchange the max symmetric operation
with a sum. An overview of the architecture is shown in Figure 2.
We will now provide intuition for this choice of architecture.
Quaternion spatial transformer. The first step of the architecture
transforms the input points to a canonical pose. This transformation is optimized for during training, using a spatial transformer
network [JSZK15]. We constrain this transformation to rotations
This is a pre-print, the final version is available in the Eurographics 2018 proceedings.
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Figure 4: Comparison of our approach for oriented normal estimation with the baseline jet-fitting and PCA coupled with MST-based normal orientation
propagation in a post-processing step. We show the RMS angle error, the relative error compared to our performance, as well as relative fraction of flipped
normals in other methods across different levels of noise. Note that the errors in oriented normal estimation are highly correlated with the number of orientation
flips, suggesting the post-processing step as the main source of error.

by outputting a quaternion instead of a 3 × 3 matrix. This is done
for two reasons: First, unlike in semantic classification, our outputs
are geometric properties that are sensitive to transformations of the
patch. This caused unstable convergence behavior in early experiments where scaling would take on extreme values. Rotation-only
constraints stabilized convergence. Second, we have to apply the
inverse of this transformation to the final surface properties and
computing the inverse of a rotation is trivial.
Point functions and symmetric operation. One important property of the network is that it should be invariant to the input point
ordering. Qi et al. [QSMG17] show that this can be achieved by
applying a set of functions {h1 , . . . , hk } with shared parameters to
each point separately and then combine the resulting values for
each point using a symmetric operation:
Hl (Pri ) =

∑

hl (p j ).

p j ∈Pri

Hl (Pri ) is then a feature of the patch and hl are called point functions; they are scalar-valued functions, defined in the in the local
coordinate frame of the patch. The functions Hl can intuitively be
understood as density estimators for a region given by hl . Their response is stronger the more points are in the non-zero region of hl .
Compared to using the maximum as symmetric operation, as proposed by Qi et al., our sum did not have a significant performance
difference; however we decided to use the sum to give our point
functions a simple conceptual interpretation as density estimators.
The point functions hl are computed as:

hl (p j ) = (FNN2 ◦ STN2 ) g1 (p j ), . . . , g64 (p j ) ,
where FNN2 is a three-layer fully-connected network and STN2 is
the second spatial transformer. The functions g can be understood
as a less complex set of point functions, since they are at a shallower
depth in the network. They are computed analogous to h.
Second spatial transformer. The second spatial transformer
op
erates on the feature vector g j = g1 (p j ), . . . , g64 (p j ) , giving a
64×64 transformation matrix. Some insight can be gained by interpreting the transformation as a fully connected layer with weights
that are computed from the feature vectors g of all points in the
This is a pre-print, the final version is available in the Eurographics 2018 proceedings.

patch. This introduces global information into the point functions,
increasing the performance of the network.
Output regression. In a trained model, the patch feature vector
H j = (H1 (Pri ), . . . , Hk (Pri )) provides a rich description of the patch.
Various surface properties can be regressed from this feature vector. We use a three-layer fully connected network to perform this
regression.
4.3. Multi-scale
We will show in the results, that the architecture presented above is
very robust to changes in noise strength and sample density. For additional robustness, we experimented with a multi-scale version of
the architecture. Instead of using a single patch as input, we input
r1
r2
three patches Pr1
i , PI and PI with different radii. Due to the scale
normalization of our patches, these are scaled to the same size, but
contain differently sized regions of the point cloud. This allows all
point functions to focus on the same region. We also triple the number of point functions, but apply each function to all three patches.
The sum however, is computed over each patch separately. This results in nine-fold increase in patch features H, which are then used
to regress the output properties. Figure 2 illustrates a simple version
of this architecture with two patches.
5. Evaluation and Discussion
In this section, we evaluate our method in various settings and compare it to current state of the art methods. In particular, we compare our curvature estimation to the osculating jets method [CP03]
and a baseline PCA method, and the normal estimation additionally to PointNet [QSMG17] and the normal estimation method
of Boulch et al. [BM16]. We test the performance of these methods on shapes with various noise levels and sampling rates, as described below. For the method of Boulch et al., we use the code and
trained networks provided by the authors. PointNet has code, but no
pre-trained network for normal estimation available, so we re-train
on our dataset. For the other methods we use the implementation
within CGAL [CGA].
By training for different output values, PCPNet can be trained to

test set

training set
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Figure 5: Our shape dataset. We train and test on a mix of simple shapes
like the sphere or the boxes, and more detailed shapes like statues or figures. The test set additionally contains three analytic shapes not shown here
(sphere, cylinder and a thin sheet shown in Figure 8).

output 3D normals, curvatures, or both at the same time. We evaluate the performance of the network when trained separately for
normals and curvatures or jointly using a single network for both
outputs. We also compare the performance of a network trained
with both curvature values against networks trained for individual
curvature values.
5.1. Dataset
One of the advantages of training the network on point cloud
patches rather than point clouds of complete shapes is that we can
sample a large number of patches from each shape. Two patches
with near-by center points may still be significantly different from
each other in terms of the type of structure they contain, such as
edges, corners, etc. Thus, we can use a relatively small dataset of
labeled shapes to train our network effectively. Figure 5 shows the
shapes in our dataset.
Our training dataset contains 8 shapes, half of which are man
made objects or geometric constructs with flat faces and sharp corners, and the other half are scans of figurines (bunny, armadillo,
dragon and turtle). All shapes are given as triangular meshes. We
sample the faces of each mesh uniformly with 100000 points to
generate a point cloud. Each of these 100000 points can be used as
a patch center. We label each point with the normal of the face it
was sampled from. We also estimate the κ1 and κ2 curvature values at the vertices and interpolate them for each sampled points.
The curvature estimation is performed using the method suggested
by Rusinkiewicz in [Rus04] (the code was provided by authors
of [SF15]).
For each mesh we generate a noise-free point cloud and three

Figure 6: A few point clouds from our dataset with their variants. The
base shape is shown in the left column, followed by variants with three noise
levels (0.0025, 0.012 and 0.024), and two non-uniform sampling schemes.
Shapes are colored according to their unoriented normals.

point clouds with added gaussian with a standard deviation of
0.0025, 0.012, and 0.024 of the length of the bounding box diagonal of the shape. Examples are shown in Figure 6. The noise
is added to the point position but no change is made to ground
truth normals and curvatures, as the goal is to recover the original
normals and curvatures of the mesh. In total, our training dataset
contains 4 variants of each mesh, or 32 point clouds in total.
Our test set contains 19 shapes with a mix of figurines and manmade objects. We also include 3 shapes that are constructed and
sampled analytically from differentiable surfaces which have welldefined normals and curvatures everywhere. For these shapes, the
normals and curvatures are computed in an exact manner for each
sampled point, rather than being approximated by the faces and
vertices of a mesh.
In addition to the three noise variants we described above, we
generate two point clouds for each mesh that are sampled with
varying density, such that certain regions of the shape are sparsely
sampled compared to other regions (see Figure 6). This gives us a
total of 90 point clouds in the test set.
5.2. Evaluation Metrics
As loss function during training, and to evaluate our results, we
compute the deviation of the predicted normals and/or curvatures
from the ground truth data of the shape. For normals, we experimented with both the Euclidean distance and the angle difference
This is a pre-print, the final version is available in the Eurographics 2018 proceedings.
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Figure 7: Estimation of both principal curvature values compared to jet fitting. The low performance of jet fitting shows that curvature estimation on point
clouds is a challenging problem. Our method achieves significantly better performance, often more than one order of magnitude. Please see Section 5.2 for a
description of the error metric.

between the estimated normal and ground truth normal. The mean
square Euclidean distance over a batch gave slightly better performance during training, but for better interpretability, we use the
RMS angle difference to evaluate our results on the test set.
For curvatures, we compute the mean-square of the following
rectified error for training and the RMS for evaluation. The rectified
error L(κ̃) is defined as:
L(κ̃) =

κ̃ − κ
,
max(|κ|, 1)

where κ̃ is the estimated curvature and κ is the ground truth curvature. This error is relative to the magnitude of the ground truth
curvature, since errors around high curvature areas are expected to
be larger.
5.3. Training and Evaluation Setup
Our network can be trained separately for normals and curvatures,
or jointly to output both at the same time. In the joint network, the
loss function is combined during training. We experiment with both
variants to test whether the information about the curvatures can
help normal estimation and vice versa, since the two are related. We
train single-scale and multi-scale networks for each variant, each
with 1024 point functions h.
The variants of our network are trained by selecting patches centered randomly at one of the 100K points in each point cloud. The
radius of a patch is relative to the length of the bounding box of
the point cloud. The single-scale networks are trained with a patch
size of 0.05, and the multi-scale networks are trained with patch
sizes of 0.01, 0.03, and 0.07. We use a fixed number of 500 points
per patch. If there are fewer point within the patch radius, we pad
with zeros (the patch center). The network can easily learn to ignore
these padded points. If there are more points within the radius, we
select a random subset. A more sophisticated subsampling method
can be implemented in future work, which may be particularly beneficial for handling varying sampling densities.
In each epoch, we iterate through 1000 patches from each point
cloud in the training set. We train for up to 2000 epochs on our
dataset, or until convergence. Typically training converged before
reaching this threshold, taking between 8 hours for single-scale architectures and 30 hours for multi-scale architectures on a single
This is a pre-print, the final version is available in the Eurographics 2018 proceedings.

Titan X Pascal. A full randomization of the dataset, mixing patches
of different shapes in each batch, was vital to achieve stable convergence. All our training was performed in PyTorch [pyt] using
stochastic gradient descent with batch size 64, a learning rate of
10−4 and 0.9 momentum.
For evaluation, we select a random subset of 5000 points from
each shape in the test set, and output the error of our method and the
baseline methods over this subset. For the CGAL baseline methods [CGA], we use different patch sizes, where the size is determined by the number of nearest neighbors in the patch. For the
small patch size we use the recommended setting of 18 nearest
neighbors, and we increase the number of nearest neighbors by the
same ratio as the area covered by our patches. This amounts to
112 and 450 nearest neighbors for the medium and large patches,
respectively. For Boulch et al. [BM16], we use the single-scale, 3scale and 5-scale networks provided by the authors.
5.4. Results
Figure 3 shows the comparison of unoriented normal estimation
using the methods discussed above. In this experiment, we consider
either the output normal or the flipped normal, whichever has the
lowest error. In the top section of the table, we show the results for
varying levels of noise, from zero noise to high noise. The two rows
in the middle show the results for point clouds with non-uniform
sampling rate. In each of the categories we show the average for all
20 shapes in the category. The last row shows the global average
error over all shapes. On the left, we show the level of error of each
method in relation to the noise level of the input. The graph on the
right shows the error of each method relative to the error of our
single scale method (marked ss in the table).
We can observe the following general trends in these results:
first, note that all of our methods consistently outperform competing techniques across all noise levels. In particular, observe that the
methods based on jet fitting perform well under a specific intensity
of noise, depending on the size of the neighborhood. For example,
while jet small works well under small noise, it produces large errors strong noise levels. Conversely, jet large is fairly stable under
strong noise but over-smooths for small noise levels, which leads to
a large error for clean point clouds. One source of error of our current network compared, e.g. to the results of Boulch et al. [BM16]
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Figure 8: Poisson reconstruction from oriented normals estimated by PCPN ET compared to baseline methods. Our method can reconstruct oriented normals
with sufficient quality to successfully perform Poisson reconstruction, even in cases that are hard to handle by traditional methods. Although our method
performs better on average, there are also failure cases, as demonstrated in the bottom row.

is that our method does not perform as well in the case of changes in
sampling density. This is because our network was trained only on
uniformly sampled point sets and therefore is not as robust to such
changes. Nevertheless, it achieves comparable results across most
levels of non-uniform sampling and shows significant improvement
overall. For PointNet, we provide the performance on the training
set in addition to the test set. PointNet overfits our training set, and
the training set performance gives and approximate lower bound
for the achievable error. Since PointNet’s point functions cover the

whole point cloud, there is less resolution available for local details.
This results a large performance gap to other methods on detailed
shapes, a gap that gets smaller with stronger noise, where the other
methods start to miss details as well. Note also that our multi-scale
architecture produces slightly better results than the single scale
one for normal estimation. At the same time, the multi-scale architecture which combines both normals and curvature estimation
(ms + c) produces slightly inferior results but has the advantage of
outputting both normals and curvature at the same time.
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Figure 9: Qualitative comparison of the normals estimated by our method to the normals estimated by baseline methods. Shapes are colored according to
normal angle error, where blue is no error and yellow is high error, numbers show the RMS error of the shape.

In Figure 4 we show the results of the evaluation of our approach
compared to baselines for oriented normal estimation. Namely, we
use our pipeline directly for estimating oriented normals, and compare them to the jet fitting and PCA together with MST-based orientation propagation as implemented in CGAL [CGA]. We do not
include the method of Boulch et al. [BM16] in this comparison, as it
is not designed to produce oriented normals. In Figure 4 we plot the
RMS angle error while penalizing changes in orientation as well as
the error relative to our performance. Finally, we also report the relative fraction of normals that are flipped with respect to the ground
truth orientation, for other methods across different levels of noise.
Note that the errors in oriented normal estimation are highly correlated with the number of orientation flips, suggesting that the orientation propagation done during the post-processing is the main
source of error. Also note that orientation propagation only works
well for extremely small noise levels and very quickly deteriorates
leading to large errors. Given a set of oriented normals, we can also
perform Poisson reconstruction. Figure 8 shows a few examples of
objects reconstructed with our oriented normals. Note that the topmost point cloud samples two sides of a thin sheet, making it hard
to determine which side of the sheet a point originated from. In
the middle row, the point cloud exhibits sharp edges that are hard
This is a pre-print, the final version is available in the Eurographics 2018 proceedings.

to handle for the MST-based propagation. The bottom-most shape
shows a failure case of our method. We suspect that a configuration
like the inside of this pipe was not encountered during training. Increasing or diversifying the training set should solve this problem.
Note that on average, we expect the performance of our method for
Poisson reconstruction to be proportional to the fraction of flipped
normals, as shown in Figure 4.
Figure 7 shows the comparison of our curvature estimation to
jet fitting. Due to the sensitivity of curvature to noise, noisy point
clouds are a challenging domain for curvature estimation. Even
though our method does not achieve a very high level of accuracy
(recall that the error is normalized by the magnitude of the ground
truth curvature), our performance is consistently superior to jet fitting on both principal curvature values, by a significant margin.
Qualitative comparisons of the normal error on four shapes of
our dataset are shown in Figure 9. Note that for classical surface
fitting (jet in these examples), small patch sizes work well on detailed structures like in the bottom row, but fail on noisy point
clouds, while large patches are more tolerant to noise, but smooth
out surface detail. Boulch et al. [BM16] perform well in a low-noise
setting, but the performance quickly degrades with stronger noise.
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Figure 10: Qualitative comparison of curvature values estimated by our method to the curvature values estimated by a baseline method with three different
patch sizes. Shapes are colored according to the curvature estimation error, where blue is no error and yellow is high error, numbers show the RMS error of
the shape.

Even though our method does not always perform best in cases that
are optimal for the parameter setting of a another method (e.g. versus jet fitting with large patch size in the third row, where the shape
is very smooth and noisy), it performs better in most cases and on
average.
In Figure 10, we show qualitative results of curvature estimation
for selected shapes. The color of the points marks the error in curvature, where blue is no error and yellow is high error. Errors are
computed in the same manner as described in Section 5.2, and are
clamped between 0 and 3. The error of our curvature estimation is
typically below 1, while for previous method the estimation is often
orders of magnitude higher than the ground truth curvature.

6. Conclusion, Limitations, and Future Work
We presented a unified method for estimating oriented normals and
principal curvature values in noisy point clouds. Our approach is
based on a modification of a recently proposed PointNet architecture, in which we place special emphasis on extracting local properties of a patch around a given central point. We train the net-

work on point clouds arising from triangle meshes corrupted by
various levels of noise and show through extensive evaluation that
our approach achieves state-of-the-art results across a wide variety of challenging scenarios. In particular, our method allows to
replace the difficult and error-prone manual tuning of parameters,
present in the majority of existing techniques with a data-driven
training. Moreover, we show improvement with respect to other recently proposed learning-based methods.
While producing promising results in a variety of challenging
scenarios, our method can still fail in some settings, such as in the
presence of large flat areas, in which patch-based information is
not enough to determine the normal orientation. For example, our
oriented normal estimation procedure can produce inconsistent results, e.g., in the centers of faces a large cube. A more in-depth analysis and a better-adapted multi-resolution scheme might be necessary to alleviate such issues.
In the future, we also plan to extend our technique to estimate
other differential quantities such as principal curvature directions
or even the full first and second fundamental forms, as well as
other mid-level features such as the Shape Diameter Function from
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a noisy incomplete point cloud. Finally, it would also be interesting
to study the relation of our approach to graph-based neural networks [DBV16, HBL15] on graphs built from local neighborhoods
of the point cloud.
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